
Attendance - 13 Members 
Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair) 
Christa Taylor 
Donna Austin, Neustar 
Drew Wilson 
Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair) 
Jessica Hooper 
Jim Prendergast 
Juan Manuel Rojas 
Justine Chew 
Kristine Dorrain 
Phil Buckingham 
Rubens Kuhl 
Vanda Scartezini 

 
Apologies: Katrin Ohlmer 

 
Staff: Benedetta Rossi, Julie Hedlund, Steve Chan, Julie Bisland 

 

 

AC Chat: 

  Julie Bisland:Welcome to the New gTLD Subsequent Procedures PDP - Sub Group B call on Tuesday, 15 
January 2019 at 20:00 UTC 
  Julie Bisland:Agenda Wiki: https://community.icann.org/x/7YIWBg 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Hi Team :-) 
  Juan Manuel Rojas:Hi Cheryl! Hi Everyone!  
  vanda scartezini:hi everyone... 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):You have 5  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Hi Vanda 
  vanda scartezini:hi Cheryl everything ok from your side?  
  Kristine Dorrain:No one is speaking yet, right? 
  Kristine Dorrain:Oh, got it. 
  Kristine Dorrain:Thanks. 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Hot but so far no fires too close 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):you Vanda? All Good?? 
  vanda scartezini:I am melting with the hot weather here  
  Steve Chan:Google doc available here: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__docs.google.com_spreadsheets_d_133WbhWYB4M4kT6DqSfiCR2-2Dij7jxNkLj5EWZL-
2DNA95M_edit-23gid-
3D1627799531&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=QiF-
05YzARosRvTYd84AB_UYInlydmFcjNmBM5XgySw&m=NI7mZ4UYoxACeGWyibD9zaH1FWbSVhhEEN_AG
16-yHc&s=0Rb8xZBPBluoCM0_JBI0hXHExbvZmPbfbYTvlBUymKU&e= 
  Rubens Kuhl:Steve, how are making a difference between concerns with the inital report and concerns 
with the 2012 round rules ?  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Line 103 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Line 103 
  Rubens Kuhl:(how we) 
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  Steve Chan:@Rubens, the designations of Agreement, New Ideas, Concern, and/or Divergence are in 
respect of the Prelim Recommendations / Options / Questions posed by the WG 
  Rubens Kuhl:Because in line 102, it seems it was a concern with the 2012 system.  
  Steve Chan:@Rubens. Fair point and as noted previously, the goal is to what I mentioned above, but 
that is not always easily achieved for the Questions in particular. 
  Rubens Kuhl:Regarding gaming in ASP, I think the comments encompass what I heard in the community 
thru the years.  
  Kristine Dorrain:To be clear, the RYSG understood that the list of resources was part of the initial 
report...we didn't think we were creating anything new there.... 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):thanks for clarifying that @Kristine 
  Rubens Kuhl:I think the RrSG could be called a concern ?  
  Rubens Kuhl:(RrSG comment) 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Deffiantly awake 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):awake....yes 
  Justine Chew:Line 126: How would we find data if there is none? 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):unknown unknows 
  Justine Chew:Or what sort of data RySg referring to? 
  Kristine Dorrain:@Justine, I think we just don't want the PDP assuming only certain groups were in 
need.   
  Kristine Dorrain:I mean we "think" the Global South, but who else/ 
  Kristine Dorrain:We shouldn't assume we know who should qualify without more info. 
  Kristine Dorrain:Does that make sense? 
  Rubens Kuhl:I don't think the initial report has much guidance on that.  
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):i missed the question....sorry 
  Rubens Kuhl:And this is not the only topic like this.  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):That was me speaking in a personal capacity of course 
  Justine Chew:@Kristine: Yes, I understand but where or how would  such data be found is my question. 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):unanimous agreement! 
  Rubens Kuhl:Make Digital Archery Great Again! 
  Kristine Dorrain:@Justine, oh, that is probably part of the point.  LOL 
  Kristine Dorrain:However, we don't think we should make assumptions just because info is hard to find.  
:) 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):Again...Agreement from commenters 
  Rubens Kuhl:I believe MM concern is more with c.4 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):Good notes from ICANN Org.  Definiting Portfolio applicants shouldnt 
be too tough. but the gaming comment is interestes about a secondary market 
  Kristine Dorrain:ICANN org has good questions... 
  Justine Chew:Agree. Good questions from ICANN ORg 
  vanda scartezini:ICANN comments need responses , quite relevant to clarify thoses 
  vanda scartezini:agree that  those can be answered with detatills by  implemantation group.  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Yes @Jeff horses and carts need to be in the correct order 
  Justine Chew:Jeff is right. Flagging interdependence is necessary for plenary level 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):that row was copied from elsewhere...should have deleted that note 
  Justine Chew:@Jeff: what row are you referring to? 
  Justine Chew:Line 40: There isn't a definition of "closing" yet 
  Justine Chew:@jeff, right, thanks 
  Steve Chan:@Jeff, exactly right - it was copied to that section. 
  PhilBuckingham:Sorry for my very late arrival .  



  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Welcome Phil 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):No one really answered this question. 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):2.6..e.1 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):2.6.1.e.1 
  Jeff Neuman (Overall Co-chair):they just reierated their support or objection to FCFS 
  Justine Chew:Well, the ALAC thinks that even if it were to be FCFS that would be just for receiving 
application, evaluation still needs to be done in batches. 
  Justine Chew:@Steve,  I think ALAC's comment in missing for Q 2.6.1..e.2 
  Rubens Kuhl:Personal comment: if the program wants to prioritize IDNs, it needs to go much further 
than application priority. It's just a small part than can be only taken as a token of appreciation, not as 
something delivering real value.  
  Steve Chan:@Justine, investigating... 
  vanda scartezini:wefh 
  vanda scartezini: sorry just touching in the screen 
  Justine Chew:Q 2.6.1..e.2 ALAC: "Yes, the ALAC believes that IDNs and community-based string 
applications should receive priority in processsing." 
  Rubens Kuhl:Getting random numbers in a legally verifiable manner is not as simple as people think.  
  Justine Chew:@Steve, thanks! 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Well spotted (or rather noticed the absence of) @Justine 
  Rubens Kuhl:Just unsure what we decided regarding the two last comments.  
  Rubens Kuhl:Yeap, I found the two comments.  
  Kristine Dorrain:I feel like these last two fit in above....I didn't actually see anything new.... 
  Kristine Dorrain:Jsut me? 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO - PDP Co-Chair):Great progress Christine :-)   Thanks everyone bye for now...  
need to leave for another call now... Apologies... 
  Rubens Kuhl:2.6.1 done -- great! 
  PhilBuckingham:I would actually like to take the prioritation issue to the full group .  
  Steve Chan:2.7.1 on Reserved Names is next for review! 
  Justine Chew:2..6.1.e.4 I suspect ... 
  PhilBuckingham:Will do . Put it  on the list my thoughts .  
  Julie Bisland:Note: The next Sub Group B call: Tuesday, 22 January 2019 at 20:00 UTC for 60 minutes 
  vanda scartezini:thank to all for this cleanup session.  see you next week if I will not travel. if so I wills 
end my apologies. 
  PhilBuckingham:Thanks Steve . Understood . 
  Kristine Dorrain:thanks Christa! 
  Justine Chew:@Steve, I don't know why I'm down for apologies in the agenda  
  PhilBuckingham:thanks Christa .  
  Justine Chew:@Julie, I don't know why I'm down for apologies in the agenda  :) 
  Juan Manuel Rojas:Thanks all 
 


